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Simplify Preventative Maintenance and Keep
Your Fleet Running With Fleetio and Samsara
The seamless and secure
integration of Samsara and
Fleetio solutions creates an even
stronger all-in-one platform for
fleet management. Save time,
reduce manual effort and
streamline your maintenance
process by leveraging these
powerful platforms together.
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Integration Functionality

Location

View asset location, driving status and more in the vehicle profile screen. Get insights into suspicious
fueling activity with fuel location exceptions. With this data, you’ll know when a fuel transaction takes
place away from where the asset is located.*

Odometer

readings

Odometer readings are updated automatically and trigger preventative maintenance reminders. Set
up notifications to remind technicians about critical vehicle maintenance, such as oil changes, tire
rotations and more.

Faults/DTC/

Alarm Codes

Get notifications when fault codes are detected and create Issues in Fleetio with one-click! Assign
issues to mechanics for review and kick off maintenance workflows such as work orders.

DVIR Defects

efects from completed Driver Vehicle Inspection Reports (DVIRs) in Samsara are automatically
synced to Fleetio. Once the issue is resolved, Fleetio will push the resolution back into Samsara to
increase transparency and maintain data consistency.
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*this functionality requires a fuel card integration to be setup

Learn more at fleetio.com/samsara

Email sales@fleetio.com

Call 1.800.975.5304 x1

1.800.975.5304 x1

Combine the power of Fleetio and Samsara to resolve issues
as soon as they arise
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Event alerted through Samsara, triggering a need for maintenance
Examples:
A) DTC/Engine Fault code

B) Defect noted by the driver in Samsara
Driver Vehicle Inspection Report (DVIR)
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Reported on Tue, zMar, 5, 2019 via Samsara by Baxter
Open

DTC/Engine fault code or DVIR
defect is synced to Fleetio.

Fleet manager can view details of the issue or
fault, start a maintenance workflow or simply
resolve the issue.
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Resolved DVIR Issues are synced
back to Samsara.*

*DTC/Engine

fault codes are not synced back to Samsara

Learn more at fleetio.com/samsara

Email sales@fleetio.com

Call 1.800.975.5304 x1

